VOTRAN and Volusia County invite you to pick-up a FREE P.P.E bag containing a mask to help you follow CDC Guidelines. Votran buses still offer hand sanitizer on each bus. The bags are available at the Transfer Plaza Customer Service window or at the admin offices at 950 Big Tree Rd. South Daytona (Route 7). P.P.E. bags will be available while supplies last.
Now that we are being **SAFE**...

Let’s also practice **POSITIVITY**.

**Exercise:**
- Bicycling
- Walk - Power or Liesure
- Jog - Choose your pace
- Hike - Trails are open
- Practice Social Distancing

**Relax and be Calm:**
- Meditate
- Yoga
- Reflect on Special Moments
- Listen to music and dance
- Monitor your inner self

**Read / Learn / Laugh**
- Read an adventure book
- Write an adventure book
- Keep a diary/journal
- Learn things on the internet
- Watch puppies and cute animals

**Keep Nutrition in Mind**
- Try to maintain a healthy diet
- Enjoy eating, but in moderation
- Keep hydrated with water
- Tea, soft drinks, energy drinks in moderation

**Keep in Touch**
- Feeling down? Call someone
- Texting is fine, but voice is better
- Renew old friendships
- Mend bridges with family
- Tell someone you care
VOTRAN Team Members have distributed 14,600+ masks to our riders.

This gesture is helping Votran keep both riders and Drivers safer.

Thank You to everyone helping out to make riding and working for Votran safer.
VOTRAN Team Members have distributed 76,000+ masks to our riders.

Are You wearing your mask to protect Your Co-workers and Family?

OF COURSE YOU ARE

WEAR YOUR MASK.

WASH YOUR HANDS AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE WITH SOAP AND WARM WATER FOR 20+ SECONDS OR USE HAND SANITIZER

COVER THAT COUGH/SNEEZE. USE A THICK DISPOSABLE TISSUE. DISPOSE OF THE USED TISSUE PROPERLY AND PROMPTLY.

SOCIAL DISTANCE WHEN EVER POSSIBLE. EVEN IF YOU ARE WEARING A MASK, TRY TO MAINTAIN DISTANCE.

IF YOU ARE NOT FEELING WELL OR YOU SUSPECT THAT YOU MAY HAVE COME IN CONTACT WITH SOME ONE WITH COVID-19, CONSULT YOUR MEDICAL CARE PROVIDER. ALERT THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT BY PHONE. DO NOT COME TO WORK.

FOLLOW YOUR MEDICAL CARE PROVIDER’S INSTRUCTIONS. KEEP THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT AWARE OF YOUR CONDITION. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT YOU GET BETTER AND NOT SPREAD COVID-19 TO OTHERS.
We are not there yet. Let Us not lose Focus.

Remember to:
1. Wash Your Hands
2. Social Distance When Possible
3. Wear a Mask When Possible
4. Continue CDC Guidelines
5. Stay Positive.

Let Us All Get There

TOGETHER!
We need to stay diligent in the fight against COVID-19. Now is not the time to relax and forget about COVID-19.

Wear a Mask

Wash/Sanitize Hands

Cover Coughs

Distance if Possible
Not All Heroes wear a cape!
Some wear a mask!

VOTRAN wants you to be a Hero!

Need a mask? See a VOTRAN representative at the connection points on the Votran System.
You can also pick-up a mask packet at the Votran offices at 950 Big Tree Rd.
South Daytona (Route 7)

Masks are FREE while supplies Last.
Be a SUPERSTAR

WEAR YOUR MASK.
...Cheers the CDC

WASH YOUR HANDS AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE WITH SOAP AND WARM WATER FOR 20+ SECONDS OR USE HAND SANITIZER
...Raves the CDC

COVER THAT COUGH/SNEEZE. USE A THICK DISPOSABLE TISSUE. DISPOSE OF THE USED TISSUE PROPERLY AND PROMPTLY.
..."Incredibly effective" says the CDC

SOCIAL DISTANCE WHEN EVER POSSIBLE. EVEN IF YOU ARE WEARING A MASK, TRY TO MAINTAIN DISTANCE.
..."We’re in this together, but separate” exclaims the CDC

NOT FEELING WELL OR YOU SUSPECT THAT YOU MAY HAVE COME IN CONTACT WITH SOME ONE WITH COVID-19, CONSULT YOUR MEDICAL CARE PROVIDER. ALERT THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT BY PHONE. DO NOT COME TO WORK.
..."Incredibly important thing to do” urges the CDC

FOLLOW YOUR MEDICAL CARE PROVIDER’S INSTRUCTIONS. KEEP THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT AWARE OF YOUR CONDITION. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT YOU GET BETTER AND NOT SPREAD COVID-19 TO OTHERS.
..."A must do!” says the CDC and Votran Team